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Q. Please state your name and business address. 

A. My name is Richard E. Dobson.  My business address is 130 East 

Randolph Street, Chicago, Illinois 60601. 

Q. By whom are you employed? 

A. Integrys Business Support, LLC (“IBS”). 

Q. What position do you hold with IBS? 

A. I am Manager of Gas Supply for Petitioners, North Shore Gas Company 

(“North Shore”) and The Peoples Gas Light and Coke Company (“Peoples Gas”), 

together, the “Utilities.” 

Q. What are your responsibilities in that position? 
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A. I am responsible for directing the activities of the Gas Supply Department 

for North Shore and Peoples Gas, as well as the activities of Peoples Gas’ 

interstate services area. 

Q. Please summarize your educational background and experience. 

A. I have a Bachelor’s Degree in Geology from the University of Illinois and a 

Masters of Engineering Degree in Mining Engineering and Mineral Economics 

from The University of California, Berkeley.  I have been employed by Peoples 

Gas or its affiliates since 1992 in positions related to gas supply, regulatory 

affairs and asset development.  Prior to joining Peoples Gas, I was employed by 

The California Public Utilities Commission in various regulatory and rate 

positions, with an emphasis on gas supply markets and federal regulatory policy 

matters. 

Q. What is the purpose of your direct testimony? 

A. The purpose of my testimony is to explain why the Utilities propose to 

change their existing storage service agreement, describe the key commercial 

terms and conditions of the proposed Storage Service Agreement (“Storage 

Agreement”) and note other significant changes from the current Commission-

approved agreement between the Utilities.  Utilities witness Denean Smith will 

testify about certain accounting issues associated with the proposed Storage 

Agreement. 

Q. Are you sponsoring any exhibits? 

A. Yes.  NS-PGL Ex. 1.1 is a copy of the proposed Storage Agreement.  The 

Utilities included this Storage Agreement with their Petition. 
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Q. Please describe the Utilities. 

A. I am advised by counsel that North Shore is a corporation organized and 

existing under the laws of the State of Illinois, having its principal office at 130 

East Randolph Street, Chicago, Illinois 60601.  North Shore is a wholly-owned 

subsidiary of Peoples Energy, LLC (“PELLC”), which is a wholly-owned 

subsidiary of Integrys Energy Group, Inc.  It is engaged in the business of 

purchasing natural gas for and distributing and selling natural gas to 

approximately 158,000 customers in Cook and Lake Counties, Illinois.  I am 

advised by counsel that North Shore is a “public utility” within the meaning of the 

Public Utilities Act (“Act”). 

 I am advised by counsel that Peoples Gas is a corporation organized and 

existing under the laws of the State of Illinois, having its principal office at 130 

East Randolph Street, Chicago, Illinois 60601.  Peoples Gas is a wholly-owned 

subsidiary of PELLC.  It is engaged in the business of purchasing natural gas for 

and distributing, selling and transporting natural gas to approximately 826,000 

customers in the City of Chicago.  I am advised by counsel that Peoples Gas is a 

“public utility” within the meaning of the Act.  

Q. You stated that a storage service agreement is currently in effect between 

the Utilities.  Please explain. 

A. Peoples Gas owns and operates a storage field, located in Champaign 

County, Illinois, called Manlove Field.  It has provided a storage service to North 

Shore since 1967 under various agreements.  The Commission approved the 

currently effective agreement in Docket No. 87-0401.  North Shore, under the 
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process permitted in that agreement, reduced its daily contract quantity in each 

of three supplemental agreements, effective November 1 of each of 1993, 1994, 

and 1995. 

Q. Why are the Utilities proposing to change the agreement? 

A. The proposed Storage Agreement is necessary to define more accurately 

and precisely the commercial service that Peoples Gas can provide to North 

Shore.  It is also appropriate to revise the agreement to update references and 

generally incorporate conventional and more complete contract terms and 

conditions. 

 North Shore and Peoples Gas have not changed the terms and conditions 

of the agreement, other than contract quantity, since 1987.  Those terms and 

conditions no longer reflect the types of storage services available from other 

service providers.  Notably, interstate pipelines substantially changed their 

storage services in response to various Federal Energy Regulatory Commission 

(“FERC”) requirements, particularly the unbundling that FERC mandated in Order 

No. 636.  The existing terms and conditions also do not reflect the capabilities of 

Manlove Field, nor the actual service that Peoples Gas has been providing to 

North Shore.  

 In addition, the currently effective agreement includes obsolete references 

used to determine costs under the agreement.  For example, it references 

Natural Gas Pipeline Company of America LLC’s (“Natural”) Rate Schedule 

DMQ-1, which Natural eliminated many years ago.  It references the 
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Commission’s Uniform System of Accounts as adopted in 1985.  The 

Commission has revised that rule several times since 1985. 

Q. Does the proposal change how North Shore recovers costs and how 

Peoples Gas accounts for revenues it receives from North Shore? 

A. No.  North Shore would continue to recover costs through its Rider 2, Gas 

Charge, except for cushion gas that is part of its rate base.  This is how North 

Shore recovers the costs of storage services it purchases from pipelines.  

Peoples Gas would continue to reflect revenues in its base rate filings.  Such rate 

treatments remain appropriate. 

Q. Please describe each article of the proposed Storage Agreement. 

A. Article I sets forth definitions.  Key changes include new definitions of 

injection and withdrawal periods, daily injection and withdrawal quantities and a 

maximum quantity, nomination deadline, over- and under-run, and an annual 

plan.  These definitions are necessary to support a more precise definition of 

each party’s rights and obligations.  Article I is also a more complete list of 

definitions used in the proposed Storage Agreement. 

 Article II specifies the contract term, including an automatic rollover 

provision, and a condition precedent for Commission approval.  The termination 

notice is increased from 120 to 180 days.  This is beneficial to both Peoples Gas’ 

and North Shore’s customers, as it gives greater notice for each of the Utilities’ 

supply and capacity planning processes. 

 Article III describes the storage service.  Unlike the current agreement, 

the proposal includes a specific nomination process and identifies locations at 
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which North Shore may deliver gas for injection.  The proposal also describes 

how Peoples Gas makes deliveries to North Shore and how this affects Manlove 

Field.   

 Article IV defines, in detail, gas quantities in terms of peak day and daily 

rights and the total storage quantity.  A cycling requirement is a new and 

important feature.  Greater specificity, in Articles III and IV, benefits the Utilities’ 

customers.  North Shore’s customers benefit from a service that has defined 

rights that make the service more comparable to others on which North Shore 

relies to serve its customers.  Peoples Gas’ customers benefit because Peoples 

Gas’ obligations are specifically defined, and this minimizes the possibility of 

North Shore receiving an improper subsidy. 

 Article V describes the monthly cost of service and charges for over- and 

under-run and for failing to satisfy the cycling requirement.  This article is similar 

to the existing provision, but it removes obsolete references and clarifies the 

wording.  It also excludes LNG costs from the calculation.  Although currently 

included in the cost of service, Peoples Gas’ LNG facility does not support the 

storage service to North Shore and is properly excluded from the cost of service.  

The LNG facility supports a peaking service for Peoples Gas, and the storage 

service is primarily a baseload service.  Utilities witness Ms. Smith explains 

proposed clarifications to other language in this article. 

 Article VI defines cushion gas requirements.  The proposed article is more 

detailed than the current agreement.  It also addresses how the parties will 

handle situations where a party fails to inject the necessary quantity of cushion 
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gas.  The added clarity benefits the Utilities’ customers.  Ms. Smith testifies 

concerning an expected cushion gas transfer from Peoples Gas to North Shore. 

 Article VII is an order of deliveries provision.  This is appropriate to ensure 

the proper classification of gas deliveries (top versus cushion).  It meshes with 

the cushion gas requirements specified in Article VI.  The current agreement 

includes such a provision. 

 Article VIII sets out standard language on measurement, quality and 

delivery.  The current agreement includes some of these requirement, but the 

proposal is more complete and better mirrors the type of language found in 

pipeline agreements and tariffs. 

 Article IX describes the allocation of gas upon contract termination.  The 

current agreement includes such a provision. 

 Article X is a force majeure provision.  Force majeure is a standard 

provision in most commercial agreements and pipeline tariffs.   

 Article XI is a government regulation provision.  Such a provision is fairly 

common in commercial agreements and pipeline tariffs, and it is particularly 

appropriate for an agreement between two regulated companies.   

 Article XII includes several common contractual terms and conditions 

pertinent to the interpretation of the agreement.  Such provisions are common in 

commercial agreements and pipeline tariffs.  

Q. Why is it reasonable for North Shore to enter into the proposed Storage 

Agreement? 
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A. The cost to North Shore’s customers is competitive with alternatives from 

pipelines.  For example, a service under Natural’s Rate Schedule DSS would 

have an approximate annual cost of $4 million.  Natural’s Rate Schedule DSS is 

comparable to the service Peoples Gas is offering, but it is somewhat more 

flexible.  Accordingly, it is reasonable that the Peoples Gas service to North 

Shore is less costly than the Natural service. 

Q. Does Peoples Gas receive appropriate cost recovery under the proposal? 

A. Yes.  Peoples Gas’ service cost, based on the firm storage service 

included in its interstate services Operating Statement, is about $3.5 million.  

Peoples Gas’ customers receive revenues through base rates that cover Peoples 

Gas’ cost of serving North Shore. 

Q. How is the proposed Storage Agreement beneficial to the Utilities’ 

customers? 

A. The proposed Storage Agreement includes commercial terms that 

accurately reflect the service that Peoples Gas can support with its Manlove 

Field.  New language defining contract quantities, injection and withdrawal rights, 

cycling requirements, and nomination procedures best reflects these 

improvements.  Such terms are common to storage services available from 

interstate pipelines.  This benefits North Shore’s customers by ensuring that 

North Shore receives specific service rights and allowing North Shore to compare 

the Peoples Gas service with alternatives.  Peoples Gas’ customers benefit by 

ensuring that North Shore receives and pays for a service that is contractually 

limited to the physical capability of the asset supporting that service.   
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 Also, the proposed Storage Agreement includes contract terms and 

conditions that are customary in arm’s length contracts.  The currently effective 

agreement does not include contract language that is common to commercial 

agreements negotiated between non-affiliated companies.  For example, the 

proposed Storage Agreement includes force majeure language and a complete 

set of definitions.  Including such provisions benefits the Utilities’ customers by 

eliminating the ambiguity that may result from omitting common terms and 

conditions that an independent third party reviewing the agreement would find 

important in determining the parties’ intent. 

Q. Does this conclude your direct testimony? 

A. Yes, it does. 


